
AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF ANIMAL TESTING FOR THE PURPOSE OF

CLINICAL RESEARCH

Animals are used to develop medical treatments, determine the Opponents of animal testing say that it is cruel and
inhumane to from human beings that research on animals often yields irrelevant results. Pro & Con Arguments .. the
Pew Research Center were in favor of animal testing for scientific.

It has been estimated that over million animals are used in the world for research each year. Pre-clinical testing
needs to be conducted in such a way that eliminates the risk of species differences and is instead directly
applicable to humans. Food and Drug Administration since  In practice, there has been concern that the Ethical
Review Process adds a level of bureaucracy that is not in proportion to its contribution to improving animal
welfare or furthering the 3Rs. Although sometimes these studies do reduce the quality of life of these animals,
thorough regulations are in place to ensure that they are carried out in a humane way. The possible benefits to
humanity of performing the experiment are completely irrelevant to the morality of the case, because rights
should never be violated except in obvious cases like self-defence. Laurie Claiming that microfluidics and
microdosing can analyze drug effects on a full living system is absurd. This involves detailed examination of
the procedures and the number and type of animals used. When testing medicines for potential toxicity, the
lives of human volunteers should not be put in danger unnecessarily. Artificial human skin, such as the
commercially available products EpiDerm and ThinCert, is made from sheets of human skin cells grown in
test tubes or plastic wells and can produce more useful results than testing chemicals on animal skin.
Violations of the Animal Welfare Act at the federally funded New Iberia Research Center NIRC in Louisiana
included maltreatment of primates who were suffering such severe psychological stress that they engaged in
self-mutilation, infant primates awake and alert during painful experiments, and chimpanzees being
intimidated and shot with a dart gun. Oh really? John P. The use of animals in research is never undertaken
lightly. Animal research has had a vital role in many scientific and medical advances of the past century and
continues to aid our understanding of various diseases. After a period of significant reduction, the number of
regulated animal procedures stabilized from until  Anderson Cancer Center's animal research facility, states
that "we wouldn't have a vaccine for hepatitis B without chimpanzees," and says that the use of chimps is "our
best hope" for finding a vaccine for Hepatitis C, a disease that kills thousands of Americans annually. That's
why we don't need vacations. Opponents to any kind of animal researchâ€”including both animal-rights
extremists and anti-vivisectionist groupsâ€”believe that animal experimentation is cruel and unnecessary,
regardless of its purpose or benefit. The Animals Act of ensures that any research using animals must be fully
assessed in terms of any harm to the animals. There are many other types of animal experimentation that are
questionable. The basic arithmetic If performing an experiment would cause more harm than not performing
it, then it is ethically wrong to perform that experiment. We're very proud of you, son. This cage is so small.
The 3Rs replace, reduce, refine guide how animals are used in biomedical research.


